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Russian President Vladimir Putin and his ally, Belarusian leader Alexander Lukashenko, on
Tuesday discussed a migrant stand-off on the border between Poland and Belarus, the
Kremlin said.

In a statement, Moscow said the two longtime leaders "exchanged opinions on the situation
with refugees" on the border, where a wave of migrants has amassed in recent days. 

Polish Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki later on Tuesday accused Putin of orchestrating
the unprecedented wave of migrants trying to illegally enter Poland from Belarus and
threatening to destabilise the European Union.

"This attack which Lukashenko is conducting has its mastermind in Moscow, the mastermind
is President Putin," Morawiecki told an emergency session of the Polish parliament.
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Western critics have for months accused Lukashenko's regime of luring migrants from the
Middle East to Belarus to send them across the border, in retaliation for European sanctions. 

Belarus denies the claim and accuses Poland of violating its humanitarian obligations by
refusing to allow the migrants in. 

Minsk said Putin and Lukashenko discussed the "harsh actions of the Polish side towards
peaceful people."

In a statement, Lukashenko's press office said the pair had "noted a particular concern over
the deployment of regular Polish troops to the border."

It said the leaders — both in power for more than 20 years — discussed events at the border
"in detail."

Earlier on Tuesday, the Kremlin said it was "very carefully watching" the migrant stand-off
on the EU's eastern border. 

"It is a real problem that concerns Belarus and Poland. We are, of course, very concerned,"
Putin's spokesman Dmitry Peskov said.  

For weeks, Poland has reported an increasing number of migrants — mostly from the Middle
East — attempting to cross its border from Belarus.

The crisis came to a head on Monday when hundreds of migrants marched to the border in a
bid to cross, where they were blocked by rows of Polish border guards behind razor wire.

Putin is the primary backer of Lukashenko, increasingly isolated after orchestrating a brutal
crackdown on the opposition last year.
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